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FRANK MA 
In this section we fix terminology and recall some basic definitions. We 
also outline some of the results in the paper. 
All rings are assumed to be commutative with identity and local rings 
are Noetherian rings with a unique maximal ideal. Let (R, m) be a local 
ring with 1~ as the maximal ideal such that dim R = k(m) = PE. There exists 
x =x1, .“, X, in R such that (x)R has m as its radical; such a set x is called 
a ~;ltsfern of ~~r~~~~e~~ of R, abbreviated ‘%.o.p.” Let M be an R-module, 
not necessarily finitely generated, and let y = ( yr9 . . . . u,) be elements of 
(R, ES) such that 
(2) for each i, 0 < i< ~1, yi+ r is not a zero divisor in 
M/(Y13 Y2s **‘I Yij”- 
We say that M is y-regular, or that y forms an M-sequence, of length IZ. Let 
lcm be an ideal, depth,(M) is defined as the length of a maximal M- 
sequence contained in I. The dimension of 34, dim 34, is defined as the 
dimension of the ring R/Ann(M). We have in general dim R > dim M 2 
depth, M where depth. M is just depth, M. In the case when all of them 
are equal, i.e., depth, M = dim R, we say M is a ~~Cohen-Macaulay 
module” of R. If &$ is finitely generated, it is calkd a SE& Cohen- 
Macaulay module for emphasis. If (R, m) is a Cohen-Maca~lay module 
over itself, we say that R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Here are some 
examples 
(a) Nero-dimensional local rings are Cohen-Macau~ay. 
(b) Regular local rings are Cohen-Macaulay. (A regular local ring is 
a local ring where there is a s.o.p. which generates the maximal ideal.) 
(c) Gorenstein rings are Cohen-Macaulay. (A Gorenstein ring is a 
local ring which has finite injective dimension over itself.) 
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(d) k[[X, Y]]/(X*, XY) is a one-dimensional rin 
(e) A one-dimensional local domain is Cohen- acaulay. In general 
if dim R > 2 and R is normal, then depth,(R) > 2. The ring k[X4, X3YT 
xy3, y41,, where m is the irrelevant ideal, is two~d~rne~si~~a~ but it is 
neither normal nor Cohen-Macaulay (see [9]). 
(f) k[xs, ys, zs, xt, yt, zr], where x3 + y3 i z3 = 0 is a 
sional normal domain but it is not Cohen-Macaufay. This ri 
The existence of big CohenMacaulay modules over local rings contain- 
ing a field is shown by M. Hochster (see [IS, 6, 7] ). The proof involves 
“‘trivializing” relations among a given s.o.p. of R. This problem is clcasefy 
related to the direct summand problem, namely, if S is a module-units ring 
extension of a domain R, when does R sit inside S a 
mand? In the case when R contains the rationals, then 
only if for every finite ring extension S, R -+ 5' splits. The case when 
regular and contains a field of characteristic p is answe 
in [S]. The case when the extension S is gotten 
roots is studied in [l] by R. Fedder. We will show the failure of 
splitting in separable extensions (Artin-Schreier type) in the case when 
R = k[X,) . ..) X,]/(f) where f is a homogeneous polynomial of degree >n 
with the origin as an isolated singularity (see 
Corollary 1.12). Also we will show that under certain ci antes we G 
pass this question of splitting to the associated 
(Proposition 1.9 ). 
Very little is known of the existence of small Cohen- caulay modules 
over complete local rings (see [7]). We will show small Cohen- 
acaulay modules do exist for the coordinate rings of the 
of smooth projective curves over an 
(Proposition 2.3). 
Finally in Section 3, we will trivialize relations 
ring k[X, Y, Z]/(X’+ Y3 + Z”) @ k[S, T] 
p = 2(mod 3) or 0, where @ denotes the Segr e 
big Cohen-Macaulay algebras with identity for these rings. 
I. SPLITTING IN MODULE-FINITE EXTENSEONS 
The splitting problem in this section originated from the f~~~ow~~ 
questions. Let R be a local domain containing a field k of chara~t~~isti~ 
p > 0. Let K be the fraction field of R and be an algebraic closure of 
Let i? be the integral closure of R in 0. R Cobe~-~a~a~~ay over 
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More spcilically, if R = k[ [X,, . . . . X,]], where the X’s are indeterminates, 
is i? Cohen-Macaulay? 
In the case when R contains a field k of characteristic 0, the answer for 
the earlier question is negative by the following example. Let R be a non- 
Cohen-Macaulay normal domain containing the rationals and K its frac- 
tion field (see Example (f)). Let R be the integral closure of R in the 
algebraic closure of K Suppose R is Cohen-Macaulay over R. Let xi, . . . . x, 
be a system of parameters of R such that x1, . . . . X, is an R-sequence. Since 
R is not Cohen-Macaulay, there is an integer k, 1 <k < n, and t.e R with 
t $ (x1, . . . . xk)R, such that xk+ i t 6 (xi, . . . . x,)R. Since R is Cohen- 
Macaulay over R, t must be in (xi, . . . . x,)R. Therefore there is a finite 
integral extension T of R such that t E (xi, . . . . xk) T. But the characteristic 
of R is 0 and R is normal, and the field trace map divided by the degree of 
the field extension of the quotient field of T over the quotient field of R is a 
retraction from T to R. This implies that R is a direct summand of T as an 
R-module. This says every ideal of R is a contracted ideal (see Lemma 1.3.). 
Thus t E (xi, . . . . xk) Tn R = (x1, . . . . x,)R and this is a contradiction. 
If char R = p > 0, the trace map will not work in general since we might 
be dividing by p. But the above example does suggest o us studying the 
problem of splitting in module-finite extensions. In a domain which is a 
direct summand in every module-finite ring extension, non-trivial relations 
among a system of parameters, if they exist, will persist in every module- 
finite extension, And for a domain which fails to be a direct summand, one 
may try to “trivialize” non-trivial relations among systems of parameters. 
Henceforth, all rings will be commutative with identity, all subrings of a 
given ring contain the original identity, and all ring homomorphisms are 
assumed to preserve the identity. 
A. Some General Reductions 
DEFINITION. Let R be a domain. R is a “splinter” if and only if R is a 
direct summand, as an R-module, of every module-finite ring extension. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R c S be rings such that S is finitely presented as an R- 
module. Then R is a direct summand of S if and only if R, is a direct sum- 
mand of Sp for every maximal ideal P of R. If T is a faithfully flat R-algebra 
then R is a direct summand of S if and only if T = R Q R T is a direct sum- 
mand of SQR T. 
Prooj See [8]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be a domain and S an integral extension of R. There 
is a prime ideal P of S such that P n R = (0), and if R is a direct summand of 
S/P (under the induced inclusion), then R is a direct summand of S. 
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Proof. See [S]. 
LEMMA 1.3. If R c S are rings such that R is a direct summa~d of S then 
for every ideal I of R, IS n R = I. 
Proof: See [9]. 
Given a Noetherian domain R, if we want to decide whet 
splinter or not, Lemma 1.1 reduces to the case where R is local. 
splinter, let a/b be an element in the quotient 
a/b is integral over R. Let R be R[a/b]. Then 
by Lemma 1.3. Therefore a/b E R and we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf R is a splinter, then R is normal 
In case R contains the rationals this is also a sufficient condition via the 
trace argument. Thus we will study the case where char R=p>0, p is 
prime, and R is normal. Moreover, if the completion of R with res 
the maximal ideal is also a domain (e.g., R is normal and excellent), then 
by Lemma 1.1 we have that R is a splinter if I? is a splinter. Therefore 
focus on the case where R is a complete normal local domain a 
char R = p > 0. Given this, assume that R c S where S is a module-units 
ring extension and R is not a direct summand of S. Then by Lemma 1.2, 
may assume S is a domain and S is contained in some finite normal fi 
extension L over the quotient field K of R. Enlarging S to be the integral 
closure of R in L gives us the following: 
- 
R-S=R 
I i 
K-L 
where L over K is finite, normal, and R is not a direct summand of its 
integral closure in L. Let K ‘lpe be a purely inseparable extension of 
that I. . K”P’ is separable over Kl’P’. Then R ‘lpe is the integral closure of R 
in K1’P’ and either R is a direct summand of R’/P’ OB it is not. The 
of whether a domain R with characteristic p > 0 is a direct sum 
R1’p” or not is dealt with extensively in [I, 1 I]. Here we 
assumption that k is perfect, i.e., k* = k, to keep the finiteness condition by 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let R be a finitely generated k-algebra over k where k is 
perfect. Then R w is finitely generated as a module over 
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Since the case of finite k-algebras is the one we are most interested in 
and R. Fedder gave a complete answer for the problem of splitting in 
purely inseparable extension for finite k-algebras where k is perfect (see 
[l I), hence we will assume that k is perfect. R is a direct summand in RIIP 
(thus for R “pe for all e > 0), and proceed from here. Given this we see that 
R1jP’ has to fail to be a direct summand of SR’lp’ for a retraction from 
SR’lp’ would restrict to a retraction from S to R. Thus R’IP’ fails to be a 
direct summand of its integral closure in a Galois (i.e., separable, finite, 
normal) extension over its quotient field. But R is isomorphic to R’IP’ as a 
domain. Therefore we may assume that R fails to be a direct summand in R 
where a is the integral closure of R in a Galois extension L over its 
quotient field K. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Char R = p > 0, R is a splinter if and only if 
(a) R splits in every purely inseparable xtension and 
(b) R -+ S splits for every S where ,S is the integral closure of R in a 
Galois extension over the quotient field of R. 
To sum up, let R be a complete normal local domain with coefficient 
held k where k is perfect with characteristic of k = p > 0, let L be a Galois 
extension degree pe over the quotient field of R, let S be the integral 
closure of R in L, and assume that R is a direct summand of R’jP. When 
does the map R -+ S split? The following lemma is crucial for splitting 
maps. 
LEMMA 1.7. If R is an excellent domain, S is a finite extension of R. 
Then R --) S splits if and only if every ideal of R is a contracted ideal. 
Proqf: See [S]. 
B. Relations between R and Gr, R 
Let (R, m) be a local Noetherian ring where m is the maximal ideal. Let 
Gr, R= @~om~mi+l denote the associated graded ring of R with respect 
to m. If x E R - {0}, let O(x) be the order of x with respect to m, i.e., the 
non-negative integer d such that x~rn~ but x $ md+l. If O(x) 2 d, let 
[xld= x + md+ ’ and let [x] denote the leading term of x in Gr, R. Let 1 
be a positive integer and A be the set of n-tuples of non-negative integers 
whose sum is 1. Let x = {xi, . . . . x,} be a subset of R, a = (iI, . . . . i,) E A, and 
define xn to be the monomial 2/x$ .. . xi. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and x1, . . . . x, in R be 
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such that Q(xi) = k, k > 0, for i = 1,2, . . . . n. Assume that [xl], . . . . [x,] form 
a regular sequence in Gr, R atid that Gr, R is a domain. Suppose 
t = C r,x” Mod(mk’+d), 
?, ra E 41, where d > O(t) - kl. Then there exist r: E such that 
t = C r:xa Mod(mk’+ ‘) 
a 
and Q(r:) > Q(t) - kl for all a in A. 
roojY Given (*), we may assume that for some r’s, O(r) < O(l) - kL 
e will construct a new set of coeffkients by modifying the ones wit 
lowest order to higher orders and do this repeatedly if necessary. 
Let min a+= A{ O(r,)} = c < Q(t) - kl, and label the r’s with order c to be 
ri, . ..) r,, and the corresponding x4 in (*) to be X, ) ~.., XS. Then we have 
$, r,X, = 0 Mod(&‘+‘). 
r=l 
Since Gr, R is a domain so is R. Thus the order function is a valuation 
and C;= 1 [ri][Xi] = 0 in Gr, R. By assumption, [x,], [x,], . . . . [x,] form 
a regular sequence and [Xi] are monomials of egree d in [x,], 
[x2], . ..) [x,]. Therefore the [ri] came from the trivial relations (see 
Theorem 2.E, [lo]). That is, let M, and i”l,; be monomials in [x1], 
[x2], ...r [x,] of least degree such that MJX,] - Mjj[Xj] = 0, 1 -i i < j 6 S. 
Let pi, E [ Gr, R]’ where 
PC, = (0 . . .o, M,, 0 . . . 0, - Mji, 0 . . . O), l<i<j<S, 
(where M, is in the ith spot and AI,, is in the 
pij'(CXl]2 ...9 Cx,s])=o, using the notation of dot pro 
2 [rl][Xi] = [?I. [2] =O, 
ot) so that 
e have 
where [3] = ([r,], . . . . [r,]) and [T] = ([IX,], ~.., [X,$]). To say the [rj] 
came from the trivial relations means 
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where h, E Gr, R, deg h, + deg,N, = c. Thus 
NOW choose giiE R such that Egij] = h,, let mii and m,, be the 
corresponding monomials in x1, . . . . x,, such that 
PlijXi - mjiXj= 0, l<i<j<s. 
Also set 13~ E R” where 
Then (I: g,j&52). (XI, . . . . X,) = 0 = C b,Xi in R where 
i- 1 
bi= 2: gk,mik + f gikmik. 
k==l k=i+l 
By the fact that the order function is a valuation we see [bi] = [rJ 
Therefore, after collecting like terms on the right hand side of 
t = c r,xa - c biXi ~od(mkl+~), 
we see all the coefficients have order >c. Applying this procedure 
repeatedly if necessary we obtain the lemma. 
Let R be an integral domain and S a finite extension of R. Let Zc R be 
an ideal. 
DJZHNITION. The set B= (s E SI s satisfies a polynomial equation 
f(x)=X”+r,X”-‘+ -*a + P,, E R[X] where rR E Zk for k = 1,2, ..-? n 1. We 
say Z is integrally closed if fR = Z, or equivalently B n R = Z (see [4 3). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let (R, m) be a local domain with Gr, R a domain 
also. Let x1, . . . . x, be in R such that 0(x,)= k and [x,], . . . . [x,] form an 
r-sequence in Gr, R. Let S be the integral closure of R in a Galois extension 
L of the quotient field K of R. Let w E R be such that w $ (x1, ,.., x,) R but 
w E (Xl) . ..) x,)5’, and O(w) = k + d < 2k. Furthermore, assume mn is 
integrally closed for n = 1,2, . . . . Then [W-J E ([x,], . . . . [x,]) -Gr m S 
under the extension Gr, R -+ Gr jm”~1, S.
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Proof We are given that 
where E is a Galois extension over K. Let G = ( gI ) . ..) g,v > where bs’ is the 
Galois group of L over K. We are given that 
w=u,x,+u,x,+ ... +u,x,, UiES 
and 7,4r satisfies the equation 
u;Y+e,u, N--l+ ..’ +e,=O, 
where e, is ( -l)i. ith-symmetric function of g,(u, ), . . . . g,4V(u,). Let g act on 
the equation w - ulxl = C;=2 uixi. We obtain w - g(u,)x, = C; g(ze,)x,. 
This equation will be denoted as E,. Summing up Eg’s, g E G, we get 
N.w+e,x,= i rixj2 
i=2 
i I) 
where yi = CG g(u,). Each ri is invariant under G, integral over 
is normal, we see that ri E R. Since O(w) = k + d, we have 
elxl ==f rix, Mo$(mk+“). 
2 
Assume O(e,) = c < d. Then by Lemma 1.8 we can choose r,!, i = 2, 3, ...f n, 
(ri) 3 c. In Gr, R, Eq. (2) becomes 
where 9 is some subset of (2, 3, . . . . n}. So [el] E ((Lx,], -..) Lx,]: 
[xl]) Gr, R. But since Lx,], . . . . Lx,,] form an ~-seq~e~~e in Gr, 
can treat the [xi]‘s as indeterminates in the colon operation, i.e., 
([x,]~ . . . . Lx,]) Gr, R. Therefore O(e,) >k > d and this is a e~~trad~~~~o~~ 
So we must have O(e,)3d. 
Now do induction on the orders of the e’s. Assume 
d, .I.: O(e,- 1) 3 (I- 1)d. By taking the sum of all possible !-fold pro 
the E8’s where each product consists of I distinct factors, we obtain 
c,w’+c,e,w’~lxl+ ... + cjejw’-jx< + . . . + e,xi E (x2, . . . . x,)’ 
481/116;1-13 
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where cj = (;“_,!), j= 0, 1, . . . . I- 1. Except for e,x’, a general term by the 
induction hypothesis has order 
O(CjejW’-jX{)>jd+ (k+d)(l-j)+kj=(k+d)l. 
Using the notation of Lemma 1.8 we have 
eIxi = 1 r,xa Mod(m(k+d)‘). 
Assume O(e,) = c < dl. Then by Lemma 1.8 we may choose rb such that 
O(rL) 3 c and 
e,xi = C rhxn Mod(m(k+d)‘). 
Passing this equation to Gr, R and using a similar argument for the case 
of e, , we have O(e,) 2 kl> dl which is a contradiction. So O(e,) B dl. Thus 
we have u1 is integral over md and similarly u2, uj, . . . . u, are integral over 
md. Therefore, the orders in S of ur, . . . . u,, are all 3d, thus the equation 
w=uIx1+ “’ + u,x, implies [w] = [w]k+d==c [ui]d [Ix&, i.e., 
Cwl E (L-x,1> . . .. L-x,1) G m S. 
The above proposition tells us that under some very specific hypotheses 
the problem of splitting can be passed on to the associated graded ring. Of 
course what one would like to have is the general case. More specifically, is 
it true that if R is a local normal domain with char R = p and Gr, R is a 
Cohen-Macaulay domain, and if R is not a splinter, then Gr, R has a 
finite graded extension such that Gr, R is not a direct summand? 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let R be a non-negatively grade Cohen-Macaulay 
normal domain of dimension 2 and R0 = K where K is field of characteristic 
p> 0. Let x, y be an R-sequence where each is a k-form and w is a k+ c 
form where c < k. If w E (x, y)S where S is a graded extension of R in a 
degree p’ = N Galois extension L over the quotient field K of R, then 
wN~(xN, yN, xN-‘yN-‘. w)R. 
ProoJ We may assume w & (x, y) R. Let w = ux - vy. Since w is a k + c 
form, u, v are c-forms in S. Let G be the Galois group of L over K. Let 
N = p’ = O(G). Then u and u satisfy 
uN+e,uNel+ .‘. +e,=O 
vN+dlvN-I+ ... +d,=O, 
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where et, d, are the (-1)‘. ith elementary symmetric functions of (g(u)) 
and (g(v)), g E 6, respectively, and et, d, are forms of 
i= f,2, . ..) 74. Applying gg G to the equation w - ux = -r)y, we get the 
e~~a~~o~ 
w-g(u)x= -g(vfy geG. 
Summing up Eg’s, we obtain e,x = d, y. Since x, y is an ~-s~q~e~c~ 
consisting of k-forms and e, and d, are c-forms, k >, c, we see that e1 = kc y9 
d, = k,x for some k, E K. Then by taking the sum of all possible 2401 
products of E,‘s where each product consists of distinct factors, we obtain 
(p-I)e,wx+e,x2=d,yZ 
*e,wxe(x’, y2)W 
G- (k, y) wx E (x2, y2)R 
3 w E [(X2, y2):koxy-j. 
Since x, y is an R-sequence and w 4 (x, y)R, we have [(x2, y2) :k,xy] = 
and k. = 0, i.e., e, = 0 = dI. Thus e2x2 = d, y2 and e2 = k, y2, dz = kox2 for 
kOg K by a similar argument. Now do induction in similar fashion by 
taking the sum of all i-fold products of E,‘s for i = 1, 2, “.., W- 1. We obtain 
that e,=d,=Q,...,e,-2=dN.-2=0, e,-,=k,yN--l, dN-t=kOxN-l hop 
some k, E K. Finally the N-fold product of the eg yields 
N w -te+,wx N-l+eNxff=diy.yN 
or 
wN = dN yN - e,,,xN - k,xN - 1 yNdw i . w, 
where dN,eNER, and k,EK. 
@. ~rtj~-~c~reier Type ~x~~~,~io~~ 
DEFINITTON. Let R be a domain of characte~is~~~ p > 0. S is said to be 
an Artin-Schreier type extension of R if S= [lkl) . ..) u,] where uj satisfies 
a polynomial P,(T) over R[T] of the form 
Pi(T)= TN+riT+si where N= pe and ri, si E 
~~tho~g~ the conditions for R to be a splinter are not easy to find, cheat 
is a simple sufficient condition for R not to be a s~~i~te~ because sp~~tt~~ 
fails in an Art~n-Schreier type extension. 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. Let R be a domain of characteristic p > 0. Let N = pe 
for some inleger e > 0 and 
( 
” 
W,“E x;y, XT, . . . . xf, w . n x:’ ’ 
1 
R, M’ E R. 
i- I 
There is un extension S of R such that w E (x, , . . . . x,)S. 
ProqfI Let M”‘=~Y , A,x;‘+B.w.r~~_,x~-‘, Ai, BER and A.(T)= 
T”‘-(B.&;x;-’ ). T- A, be polynomials in R[T] for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Let 
si bc a root off,(T) so that ,~;“-(Bn~+~x;’ ‘)si-Ai=O 
-X;‘:X:(B;~X~ ‘)r;-x:Ai=O 
’ (x,s,)-xf’Ai=O. 
Call this equation E, for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Summing up the E,‘s we get 
Then subtracting 
from the corresponding sides, we get 
a w = f sixi or w -i six, = QB’!“- I fi x,, 
1 I 1 
where 0 is an (N- l)th root of unity 
=z- w E (X,) . . . . x,)s where S= R[s,, s2, . . . . s,,, 0, B”” ‘1. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let R = k[ X, , X2, . . . . X,]/(f) where f is a home- 
geneous polynomial of degree 2 n. R is not a splinter. 
ProQc Let degree f = k > n. We may assume f = A': +f; x'; - 1 + . . . + fk , 
where f, is a polynomial in X,, . . . . X,, of degree i. Let x, be the image 
of Xi in R, and set x: - ’ as H’ in the above proposition. Then (xf- ‘)p= 
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/2,x:-‘+ ... +hkmixi+ . . . +hkplxl+hk where hkei is a homogeneous 
olynomial of degree (k- l)p-i in x2, .~., x,, t=k-1, ...B 1, 
k-l~n-l,weseeh,,...,h,arein(x~,,...,x~)R,andh,x:~‘E(~~,...,X~: 
k-l 
Xl 
.x’;-’ . ..xP-1 
x’;-’ E (x,, . ..) x;)s. 
). So there is a finite extension S such that 
Question. If n > 3, d= 2 or n > d> 3, is R = k[X,, ...i X,]/(f) a s 
II. SMALL COHEN-MACAULAY 
The existence of small Cohen-Macaulay modules (i.e., the finitely 
generated ones) over a complete local ring is known for 
dim R = 3 where R is the completion of a finitely generated 
graded algebra over a field k with char k = p, p > 0 (see [7, 131). We will 
show the existence of small Cohen-Macaulay modules for coordinate rings 
of products of smooth projective curves over an algebraically closed field k. 
Most of the language and basic facts in this section can be found in [2, 33. 
will recall some of it for the sake of completeness. Throughout this sec- 
ill be an algebraically closed field. 
be a non-negatively graded finitely generated k-algebra and 
X= Proj R. Let M be a graded R-module and ff the sheaf associated 
on X. Let M, be the k-subspace of A4 consisting of degree d ho 
elements. Then for any t E I, we deline the twisted module M(t) 
e places to the left, i.e., M(t),= M, + d. Correspondingly we obtain t 
twisted sheaf [M(t)]” and it is isomorphic to MOox ox(l) which will 
denoted as A(t). Given any sheaf 4; on X, U an open set in X, we will 
denote by A”(U, 8’) the sections of F on U. Then we can form the fQli~w~~~ 
graded module: @ f E H r(X, F@ 0X O,(t)) = T,(F), the module associated 
with the sheaf F. There is a natural homomorphism, the 
M -+ r,(a). Let R be a graded ring such that R is finitely 
1 as a R,-algebra and R, is a finite k-algebra. Then A is i 
e sheaf associated with r,(a) on X. Furth 
E on X9 one can find a finitely generated g 
over R such that T*(F)- is isomorphic F. Bn short, there is an 
equivalence between the category of coherent sheaves on X and the 
category of finitely generated graded modules over mod& with a 
certain equivalence relation on maps. 
Let R = k[X,,, X,, . . . . XJI, X= Proj R, m = (x1) . ..) x,)R an be a 
graded module of R. Then depth,(M) = i if an nly if the locai 
cohomology HA(M) = 0 for 0 d j d i - 1 arad H ) # 0. The Loca3 
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cohomology can be computed via the following cohomological Tech 
complex (which is the direct limit of the Koszul complex), 
K*: 0- MA ($3 M,+ @ Mxixj-~~-MxOx,...,,-+ 0, 
i-0 i<j 
where the module at the t’th spot is @)kr <k2 ., ..+i MXk, ...xk and the 
coboundary map is given by 
f 
jth spot 
where S = (0, 1,2, . . . . nf - (k,, kz, . . . . k,). Then H;(M) = H’(K*) = 
ker ~i/Z~~i- 1. Considering the sheaf cohomology rifi(X, a(t)) of M(t) on 
X with respect o the open covering U- (D,(xi)>, i=O, 1,2, . . . . n, for t E Z. 
This can be calculated by the cohomology of the &ch complex on h&t), 
where N,,, denotes the degree zero piece in the localization at x E R, Com- 
paring K* and C,* for t E Z, we see that A’(X, G(t)) = H’(C:) = the t’th 
graded piece of 2$,+‘(M) (=H”+‘(K*)), for i=l,2, . . ..n. and 
@ ,.EHo(C:)=~~..IrX,~(r))=_l’,(~}=kerilr,. One checks easily 
that the map $o: M + ker $I = T,(M) is precisely the Serre map s. Since 
L@ is quasi-coherent and X is a separated Noetherian scheme, we may 
replace the Tech ~ohomology I? by the sheaf cohomology. Therefore we 
obtain that 
H;+‘(M)= @ H’(X, m(t)) for i= 1,2, . . . . n- 1. 
raz 
Also we have that s: M -+ @ rcZ H”fX, i@(t)) = r,(B) = ker +I where 
ker(s) = Hz(@), ~*(M)/~rn(~) = H;(M). Putting everything together we 
obtain 
LEIMA 2.1. Let R = k[Xo, X,, . . . . XJI, where I is a homoge~ou~ ideal 
and let M be a graded module over R. Let m = (xl, x2, . . . . x,)R where 
X, = X,(mod I). Let s: M --+ T,(M) be the Serre map. Then 
(a) depth,(M) 3 1 if and only ifs is injective. 
(b) depth,(M) 2 2 if and on& ifs is an isomorphi~m. 
Let C be a smooth projective curve over k. T ere is a Qne”to~o~~ 
correspondence between invertible sheaves on C and d’ ’ 
Let D be a divisor. We denote the invertible sheaf ass 
L(D) and dim, I’(C, L(D)) by I(D). We come to the set 
need: 
Proof. Choose any divisor D’ of C such that degree D’ > 2g - 2. T 
by the Riemann-Roth Theorem we have 
I(U)-Z(K-D’)=degD’i-I-g=n. 
Since deg(K - D’) = 2g - 2 - deg D’ -c 0, wt” see that I(K - 0’) = 0, 
Therefore l(D’) = n and we can choose P,, .*., P, such that 
Z(D’ -CT=, Pi) = Z(D) -n = 0. Set D = L)’ - C:= 1 Pi, then Beg{ 
degD’-la=g-1 and I(D)=O. 
Let Cr, Cz, . . . . C, be smooth projective curves over k with R,, Rzs . ..) 
as coodinate rings, respectively. The coordinate ri 
RI 0 ...@ R,=@~=,R,(d)@ . ..@R.,(d)c 
next p osition is the main result of this section. 
~~~~SITIO~ 2.3. Let R be the coordinate ring of c, x C2 x . . ~ x C, 
inhere each Ci is a ~~00~~~ ~r~je~t~u~ cm-w 5ver k. has a ~i~iteZ?~ generates 
~o~e~~~a~a~la~ ~~~~~~. 
Proof Let g, = genus of Ci, i = I, 2, . . . . n.. Let Dj be a divisor of CT 
that deg Dj= gi - 1 and dim, r(Ci, L(D,)) = 0. Their existence is giv 
Lemma 2.2. We denote nT(L(Dj)) by Lj on C, x C2 x ... x C, where 
rejection map from C, x C, . . x C, to Ci tlae ~~l~-b~~~ 
Let M=r,(C,xC,--- XC,, L,QL,... 
generated graded module over R. We claim that 
m is the irrelevant ideal in R. Since dim R = ~~rn(C~ x C2 . . . x C,) -t “r = 
12 -i- 1, this gives what we want. 
By lemma U(c), we need to show that for ah i E Z, ‘(C,xCy xc,, 
ant)) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, and s is an ~§orno~~~~~rn. Using the ~~~~~t~ 
formufa, we have for all t E Z, 
H’(C, x c2 x ..'xc,,A(t))=H'(C,xc,... xCn7(L1Q. .~k,)(l)) 
= 0 0 H”(C,, L,(t)) = Q3 
ji+jz-i- .” +j,=i r jltjz+ .,I +j,=i r 
jr> 0 jr.=- 1 or0 
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The last equality is true because C,‘s are curves. For i < n - 1, each term of 
the direct sum contains a factor H’(C,, Lp(t)) @ H’(C,, L,(t)) for some P 
and q. 
If t = 0, then H’(C,, Ly ) = 0 by our choice of L, and the term in 
question is 0. 
If t<O, the divisor associated with L,(t) is strictly less than L,. 
Therefore dim, T(C,, L,(t) <dim, P(C,, L4) = 0 and the term in question 
is 0. 
If t>O, H’(C,, LP(t))=Ho(Cp, (L,@O,(t))” @IV,)’ by the Serre 
Duality Theorem. Using the Riemann-Roth Theorem and the choice of 
L,, we have 
Z(D,) - I(k-, - Dp) = deg D, + 1 - g, 
*o-I&-D,)=O-I(&-D,)=O, 
where iu, is the canonical divisor associated to wP. But if t > 0, we have the 
divisor associated with (L, @ O,(t)) ” 0 wp = L,” @ wp @ O,,( - t) is 
strictly less than the divisor KP - D,. Therefore H”(CP, Lp(t)) = H’(C,, 
(L, 0 O,,(t)) ” 0 w,)’ = 0 and the term in question is 0. 
Thus for all t and i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, H’(Ci x Cz I* 1 x C,, &i(t)) = 0. The 
Kunneth formula also implies that the Serre map is an isomorphism. 
Therefore M is Cohen-Macauiay over R. 
III. EXA~LES OF BIG COHEN-MACAULAY ALGEBRAS WITH IDENTITY 
Let S be an R-algebra where (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring. If 
depth,(S) = n = dim R, then we say S is a Cohen-Macaulay algebra of R. 
We say S is a big Cohen-Macaulay algebra of R if S is not finitely 
generated as an R-module. We do not require that S contains an identity 
element. The following theorem concerning their existence is due to 
Hochster [5]. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let A be any comm~tat~ue ring such that Ared contu~ns a 
field. Let x = xl, x2, . . . , x, be a system of parameters in A. Then there exists 
a non-negatively graded A-algebra B = @ B, and an element b E B, such 
that for each i> 1, Bi is x-regular and b’$ (x)B,. 
The algebra B in Theorem (3.1) is without identity. But in this section, 
we will construct big Cohen-Macaulay algebras with identities for certain 
rings. 
Let A=k[X, Y, 21/(X3+ Y3+Z3) and B= k[S, T] where k is an 
algebraic~ly closed field of characteristic p with p = Z(mod 3). Then 
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can be realized as k[xs, yx, zs, xt, yt, zt] w 
Let I be the irrelevant ideal of R. Then R, is not Cohen 
is the following non-trivial relation on the system of parameters 
xs, yt, z(s + t) for 41,: 
xs(x’t(s + t)) $ yt( y%(s + 1)) -I z(s + t)(z2st) 
= (x3 + y3 + z’) . st(s + t) = 0. 
claim t R; = {R, with all the p’th roots adj 
Cohen acaulay algebra identity for R. Tha 
dim R,, in particular a =xs, b = yt, c= z(s + t)) is an 
make the observation that if there is any non- 
then there is a non-trivial relation in R’ = ( 
roots for all e > O> on a, b, c. Therefore we can work wit 
ed e > 0, let ‘R be the ring R adjoined with all 
algebra can be viewed as R-an R-algebra throu 
Frobinus map. That is, R is an R-algebra via t 
F(r) = 9’. Qr we may view it as R-an RPe-algebra. 
the direct limit of the following sequence: 
RF’ RF’&-% . . . . 
The elements a and b are still a regular sequence for ‘~ For if not, then 
there exists “R for some e > 0 such that a, b fails to be a 
ut a, b is a regular sequence in OR = R, therefore i
ssible. Thus all we need to show is that c is a 
‘. In particular if Hj’(R’/(a, b)R’) = (Y 1 r E 
for some t > O> = 0, then z is a non-zero divisor on 
foliowing short exact sequences 
0- R’A RI---+ R’la 
0 - R’/aR’ -% R’/aR’ 
and the functorial properties of the local cohomol we get ‘) = 
H,O(R’/(a, b) R’). Therefore we need to show ‘)=O. C= 
Proj k[X? Y, Z]/(X” + Y3 + Z’), Y = Proj k[S, Tj, the 
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C is a curve of genus 1. Its canonical divisor has degree equal to zero and 
the degree of the divisor associated with O,(l) is 3. Therefore, by the Serre 
Duality Theorem, we have H’(C x Y, O,(t) 0 0 y(t)) = 0 for t > 0 because 
each term involves a factor that is associated with a divisor of negative 
degree. Similarly for t < 0 we have that H1(C x Y, O,(t) @ O,(t)) = 0. For 
t = 0, we have 
H’( c, 0,) = k, HO(Y, O,)=k 
H’(Y, O.)zHO(Y, WY)” =o. 
Therefore H:(R) = k @ k = k. In fact one can easily exhibit a generator for 
H;(R) in the cohomological Koszul complex, 
namely, 
(u, v, w) = ( - z*st/ab, y’s(s + t)/ac, - x*t(s + t)/bc) 
in Rab 0 R,, 0 Rbc. Its image in the cohomology generates H;(R) = k. Since 
R’=limR+FR-+F R’.., wehaveH,2(R’)=limH,Z(R)-tF*H,2(R)-tF*... 
where F, is induced by 
R,Q&QR,- Rab 0 R,, 0 4, - Rabc 
I I 
R,QR,QR, g * Ra~QRacQ&c-----+ &,c 
and F(u, v, w) = (up, up, w’). Since p = 3k + 2, z*pspt p = ( - y3 - x~)*~+ ’ . 
z2sptp=axPtP+pyPtP, a, p in R. Furthermore, we have that 
XPsp(X*ptp(sp + P)) + yPtP( y*~sqsp + P)) + zqsp + tP)(z2PsPtP) = 0, 
i.e., 
xpsq-x2V(sP+ tP) + azP(sP+ P)] + yPt”[y2”sP(sP + P) 
+ pz”(sp + tP)] = 0. 
Since xpsp and yptp is an R-sequence, we see 
x2Ptp(sp + tP) + cLzp(sp + tp) = ryPtP 
y2psp(sp + tP) + j?xp(sp + tP) = -rxpsp 
for some Y E R. Therefore the element e = ( -fi 1 up, cx ( bP, -r 1 cp) in 
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R,@ R6 0 R, will map to (up, up, wp) under g. That is, g(e) = 
F((u, v, w)) = (tip, up, I@). Therefore F,(u, v, w) = 0 which means 
and depth,(R’) = 3. Therefore R; gives us a big Cohen- 
with identity for R,. 
In this example, we will show the ring (Q[X, Y, Z]/(X’ + Y3 -t 
[S, r]), has a big Cohen-Macaulay algebra with identity ( 
The modi~cation procedure that is used in this section is similar to that 
used by Hochster ES]. Again we will ~o~str~~t an algebra over 
Q[XT IT3 Z]/(X”+ Y3 fZ3) @ fJ[S, T] While is x=(x,, x2, x,)-regular 
where x1 = xs, x2 = yt, x3 = z(s + t) and this will give what we want. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let S be an R-algebra, x. L= xr, x2: . . . . x, 
of elements of R. Then a k f 1-tuple s = (sI, .sz9 .“., sk + i) is c 
relation on (x) if Sk+ lxk+ r =c’; sixi. 
Let R be Z[X, Y, 21/(X3 + Y3 -I- Z’) @ Z[S, T’] Z Z[xS, ys, zs, xl, $, 
zt] such that x3 $ y3 + z3 = 0. Then x = x1, x2? x3 is a s~$~~~ sf ~ar~~~~~~$ 
for the irrelevant ideal. Let r = (rl, . . . . ;ri+ r) be a type i relation on fx) for 
i = I or 2. Define R,, the first rnod~~catio~ of R with res 
Rl = RIXl, . . . . Xi-j ri.+ I- 
That is, if Y = (rl , r2) then R I=RIX,]/(r,-rlXi), if r=(r1,r2,r3) t 
R, = RCX,, X,]/(r, - r,X, - r-,X,). R, has a natural -algebra structure. 
Let r’ = (r; i . . . . r:+ ,), rj E R’, a type i relation of R’ on (x). 
the modi~~ation R2 of RI with respect to r by 
Ii1 = R[X,,...,Xif ' 
:( 
r'i+l- 
1 
Continuing in this fashion, we have a sequence of rnod~~~atio~s 
R=Ro-'R,-,R2.... (*b 
We may form this sequence in such a way that all type 1 or type 2 re~at~~~s 
of Rk on x are trivialized in some later rnod~~~~t~o~ for all k 2 0. This is 
true because the set of all r-s form a ~~~tel~ venerated submo 
or Rz. Therefore we can enumerate the generators and mo 
one by one somewhere down the line. Assume this is done. 
lim(R,-+R,+ ~~~),thenx,A:x,=x,Aand(x,,x,)A:x,=(x,, 
is true because if there is a non-trivial relation of type 1 or 2 of A, rt 
come from some Rk. But we would have consequently triviali 
which is impossible. Tensoring the sequence (a) with 
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R, Oz Q = Q[X, Y, 21/(X3 + Y3 + .Z3) @ Q[$ 7’1 and in the direct limit 
wegetQO,A.LetRiOQ=R:andQO,A=A’.Thenx,A’:x,R’=x,A’ 
and (x1, x,)A’: x3 R’ = (x1, x2) A’ are still true. We claim that x is a regular 
sequence of A’. What is needed for this claim is that (x)A’ #A’, i.e., 
1 I# (x)A’. We will show this by contradiction. Assume that 1 E (x) A’, then 
for some R:=RiQQ, l~(x)R( or ne(x)Ri for some IZ. Choose 
p = 2(mod 3) such that p does not divide n and k an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p. Then the sequence R, 0 k + R, Ok -+ . . . Ri Q k 
is a sequence of modifications for the ring R,@ k = k[X, Y, Z]/ 
(X3 f Y3 + Z”) @ k[S, T] and 1 E (x) E Ri@ k. By the result of the last sec- 
tion, we know R, 0 k has (x)-regular algebra B with identity. We claim we 
can lift the map $,, to $1, $2, . . . . tii, in the following diagram: 
R,@k- R,Qk- . ..- Ri@k 
We do’this inductively. Suppose tid is defined for 0 d d < i. To define $df 1, 
we need to till in the following diagram 
B 
where f is the modification map and 
R d+lQk=(&Qk)[Xl, . . . . xi] rj+l- , 
where r = (rl, . . . . rj+l) is a type j relation for j= 1 or 2. Since 
tidtXlrl+ ".rj+l J x .) = cfri xlt,bd(rl) = 0 in B and (x) is a regular sequence 
on B. We see that $Jrj+ 1) = xlml + ... + xjmj for some m,, . . . . mj in B. 
Define ed+ I : Rd+ 1 @k --f B by r+Gd+ ,(X1) = m,, I = 1, . . . . j. Then r+Gd+ r is a 
lift of tid and the diagram commutes. Therefore $i exists and we have the 
following diagram 
B 
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ut this is impossible since $,,(l)= 1 g(x)& but zjO(l)== (tjiof)(lf= 
f(l)) E (x)B. Therefore x is a regular sequence for A’ an 
[A’, I’, Z]/(X’+ Y3 +Z3) @ Q[S, T]), has a big Cohen 
algebra with identity. 
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